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				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	10:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AE	AD	-	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE
Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.
·	Dn = Defenders RETREATED 0-n hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route determined by Defender - and are DISRUPTED and faced toward the enemy.  On a D1 result, the Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat up to 1 hex farther, but the attacker may then tactically advance farther accordingly.
·	D = All Defending Units are DISRUPTED and faced toward the enemy.  Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat up to 2 hexes, but the Attacker may then advance accordingly.
·	- = No effect against either side, but the Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat as for D.
·	AD = Attackers Disrupted and faced toward the enemy.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) Eliminated.  Any surviving attackers suffer AD result.

General Rule:  All UnDisrupted German armies/group and korps adjacent to any attacking Russian units must also be attacked, unless separated from the attackers by a river hex-side when the original target is on the same side of the river as the attackers, or unless separated by an impassable all-lake or all-sea hex-side.  (See Zone of Control (ZOC) rules for more specific details.)  German attacks (only) may be cancelled, unless they are attacks required by previous attacks described here.

Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, D1->D and D2 ->DE. The Defender may voluntarily give No Retreat! orders to UnDisrupted units with the same combat results.  The Russian Player must issue such an order for all his units, while the German Player may issue them to defenders in individual combats in which case the attacking Russian must ask the German if he chooses “No Retreat!” before the battle is resolved.

Disrupted Units:  ... are faced toward the opposing player, lose their entrenchments, and may not move or attack in the owning player’s turn.  Additionally, a stack of defending units is attacked one odds column higher, if at least half of the defending units' total defense factors (with modifications) are Disrupted.  Disrupted units retain any defensive factor bonuses from terrain.  Units are recovered from Disruption in the phase indicated in the Game-turn Sequence, unless they are being re-attacked.  If they are being attacked, a "-", AD, or AE result from the attack/combat recovers the defending unit from Disruption as the un-attacked units were.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are at that moment out of supply.  Units are also Disrupted by tactically retreating or advancing after combat.  Disrupted corps level Russian units lose their Zone of Control (ZOC).

Retreat Routes must be away from the hex(es) attacked in that combat, not through enemy ZOCs unoccupied by friendly units, and, if possible, away from the attackers' hexes (although if that is not possible that doesn't eliminate them).  Defending units may never retreat across a hex-side adjacent to a hex from which they themselves were attacked (by any sized unit), even if the hex being moved into is occupied by a friendly unit.  Defending units may not retreat into or through a friendly-occupied hex under an as yet unresolved attack.  Units violating the stacking limit at the moment they retreat through UnDisrupted friendly units, Disrupt those.  Any units forced to retreat off the mapboard or into the sea/lake are eliminated.

Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Combat:
Units may tactically advance 1 hex as long as they do not violate operational movement ZOC restrictions, except panzer groups and panzerkorps and the Russian tank division  may advance on a D2 or DE result into the vacated/defended regardless of any enemy ZOCs, and may tactically advance up to 2 MFs on through it - on a D2 or DE result panzer divisions may advance 2 hexes regardless of EZOCs and up to 3MF - through the vacated defended hex, unless either hex would be into a Leningrad hex.  If the defender voluntarily retreats 1-hex farther than a D or D1 result, the attacker may advance farther accordingly.
The defended hex must be advanced into (and/or through) by attacking units at least equal to the defenders' modified defensive factor strength.  Other units participating in the attack may move into an unoccupied hex adjacent adjacent to the defended one, depending on ZOC retrictions.  Again, all units are Disrupted by advancing after combat.

"STACKING" LIMIT:   
There may not be more than 2 units in a hex which are corps level or higher, and only 1 of these may be an army or panzer group.  (Novgorod Operational Group is army level.)  A panzer group and panzer korps may not be stacked together.  The Germans may have 3 units in a hex, if one is a German panzer division, but there may not be more than 2 panzer units of any level in a hex overall.  The Russians may have 2 units in a hex - Marines, armored trains, and (in coastal hexes) Red Banner Baltic Fleet may be additionally stacked without limit.  This limit is enforced only at the end of an owning player's operational movement phase, and the penalty for violation is the elimination of any excess units of the owning player's choice.
Note:  As long as operational movement is not ended with a hex overstacked, units may momentarily violate the limit moving through other units.  Violating the limit during a retreat - being unplanned - is another matter.  See Retreats.

OPERATIONAL MOVEMENT:
·	Tank and panzer units and the RBBF Marines have a basic Operational Movement Factor of 3, other German units have an MF of 2, and all other units have an MF of 1.  For movement costs of more than 1 factor see Terrain Effects. 
·	Additionally, there can be an Operational Movement Bonus (OMB) of 2 MFs for any German unit and 3 MFs for any Russian unit, with "Zone of Control" restrictions.  Attacking units never get OMBs.
·	ZONES OF CONTROL (ZOCs) are hexes adjacent to units which would be accessible to movement if no enemy units were around.  (EZOC = Enemy ZOC)
·	Any unit must STOP upon entering the ZOC of an enemy unit.  A unit may use its OMB and enter an EZOC - but not attack - but is itself Disrupted if that EZOC is not already occupied by a friendly UnDisrupted unit.  Unless it is willing to be Disrupted at the conclusion of its movement, a unit loses its OMB if it leaves a EZOC of an UnDisrupted enemy unit(s larger than it is if the moving unit is German and equal in size if it is Russian) not still occupied by another friendly unit.  A unit may not go directly from one ZOC to another of the same enemy unit(s), unless making a special 1-hex move onto a friendly unit.  If the latter is Disrupted, the special-moving unit also becomes Disrupted.  Unless crossing a river or defense line, a unit may also make a special 1-hex move out of one EZOC and directly into another of a different enemy unit, even if those EZOCs are unoccupied by friendly units.
·	If a unit operationally moves through a hex containing a Disrupted (friendly) army, it loses its OMB and is Disrupted at the completion of its movement.
·	Panzer, tank, Marine, and armored train units do not exert ZOCs outside their own hex for any purpose, including supply.
·	The Red Banner Baltic Fleet Marines can make amphibious landings.  See the Replacement rule.

ENTRENCHMENT AND TERRAIN EFFECTS:
  Note:  The heavy, restrictive terrain is reflected in there being no armored overrun and the stacking limits for big panzer units.
·	Entrenchment:  If it doesn't move or attack, an UnDisrupted army or corps level unit can be flipped over and Entrenched, receiving +1 combat factor on defense.  Entrenchment is lost if its unit suffers a Disrupting combat result or attacks or moves away.
·	Road Movement:  A panzer, tank, or Marine unit may move along a road at 1/3 Movement Factor per road hex.  For these units, fractions cannot be saved if moving along a road, getting off, and then getting on another road.  For all other ground units, the cost is 1/2 MF, and fractions can be saved (within the same movement phase).  The Road Movement rate can be used in Tactical Advances (but not retreats) after combat.  A unit moving into the ZOC of an UnDisrupted enemy unit at road movement rate is Disrupted, unless moving onto a hex already occupied by an UnDisrupted friendly unit.





·	Rail Movement:  UnDisrupted Russian units already on a rail line may move any number of contiguous rail hexes but may not end in a German unit's ZOC unless it is already occupied by a Russian unit.  In any case, the unit becomes Disrupted, unless it is an armored train unit.  They may go off of and come back on the map during rail movement.
·	Cross-River Attacks:  It costs an panzer/tank unit 1 additional movement factor to cross a river, if it is moving into or out of an EZOC (unless the hex-side is road-bridged), except on the first MF of a Tactical Advance after Combat.  Cross-river attacks are reduced 1 combat odds column (whether the hex-side is bridged or not), unless any of the attackers are on the same side of the river as the defenders.
·	Leningrad hexes:  Have an intrinsic defense factor of 1 and have no ZOCs outside themselves for any purpose.  The combat factors of all Russian infantry units (including Marines) stacked on Leningrad hexes are doubled.  Even on a D2, retreating Russian units are not required to retreat more than 1 hex into or from a Leningrad hex.
·	Other Cities:  Add 1 defense factor to any one infantry unit in them.  Dno is just a town, not a city.
·	Lakes:  May not be moved or attacked across, except when frozen.  A unit has no ZOC across an unfrozen lake.
·	Defense Lines:  Add +1 defense factor to each Russian infantry corps or army behind them, unless flanked.

REPLACEMENTS, REINFORCEMENTS, OPTIONAL UNITS, AND THE MOSCOW WITHDRAWAL:.
·	Replacements:  The Russians receive 1 tank replacement factor per turn from the Kirov Tank Factory in the southern Leningrad hex, unless that has been Disrupted by air or ground attack.  A replacement Russian tank division is not Disrupted upon re-entering the game.  The factors may not be accumulated from turn to turn.  If a Russian supply line cannot be traced into Leningrad, the factory only produces tanks on a die roll's 2/6 chance and the Russians receive a tank replacement factor on their friendly mapboard edge on even numbered turns.  Air units return to the game the second friendly player-turn after they are lost.  If eliminated, the RBBF Marine unit may return one time as a replacement unit, in Leningrad or on any coastal hex the Fleet itself escorts it to, although in the latter case, it is Disrupted unless landing on a friendly unit.
·	Reinforcements:  Many units enter the game UnDisrupted as Reinforcements, with their turn of arrival listed on the calendar.  German units enter behind German lines on the southern mapboard edge.  If he wants to delay a unit's entry 1 gameturn, the German Player may enter units west of the Narva River.  Russian units may not move west of the Narva, unless they are attacking or have attacked German units there.  Russian reinforcements enter the game on Leningrad if it is in overland supply or behind German lines on the eastern or southern mapboard edge - with the exception of 8. Army which may enter on any Gulf of Finland coastal hex east of Narva, including the 2 Leningrad hexes, but does so Disrupted.  Russian reinforcements may enter the game moving by rail but are, again, Disrupted at the end of movement.
·	Optional Reinforcement Units (marked O):  Beginning with their turns of availability indicated on the calendar, both sides may bring in reinforcement units at a cost of 1 Victory Point per strength factor.
·	The Moscow Withdrawal:  On the last turn of September, the German Player must remove from the game the 4. Panzer Gruppe, a panzer division, and a fliegerkorps - currently or soonest to be operational - as well as a panzer korps, an infantry corps, and another panzer division, if the Optional reinforcements were brought in.  (If the 4. PzGp has been lost, the other panzer korps must be substituted - if both were lost, a 3-factor infantry korps.)  However, the German Player first rolls the die and there is a 2/6s chance of the withdrawal not being made, in which case the cost to the German Player of those units staying is another 4 Victory Points, if he does want to keep them.  If the Russian Player brought in 4. and 52. Armies, they stay in the game regardless.








AIRPOWER:
An air unit attacks each ground unit in the target hex separately, from the top of the stack to its bottom - antiaircraft-capable units first. Luftwaffe units may be freely combined against any target hex or, if intercepting, against enemy air units.  The 7. Fighter Aviation Korps (MiG-3) unit may only intercept bombing attacks on Leningrad.

					AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll		Luftwaffe		Russian
A	B		Bombing		Bombing		Interception

1	6		D			D			RussianShotDown
2	5		D			D*			RussianShotDown
3	4		D			-			RussianIntercepted
4	3		D*			-			Intercepted		
5	2		-			-			LuftwaffeIntercepted
6	1		AA			AA			LuftwaffeShotDown
Notes:
An air unit can be used once in each other's operational phases:  for ground attack during your playter-turn or for interception when you are the defender.  German air units may additionally be used for ground attack during the Blitzkrieg phase for for aerial supply during the supply phase, but not both.  Ground units suffering a D result do so in place: they cannot be retreated farther as in a ground combat D result.  Moreover, the first air-attack D on an entrenched unit only destroys the entrenchment, it does not Disrupt the unit - a second air-attack D (against the now-unentrenched unit) would.  Air-to-air results take effect immediately.  Even though all the ground units in an anti-aircraft-capable hex may have already been D-ed, excess attacking air units must still risk being shot down by the anti-aircraft asset.
Shot Down:  (Mission prevented and) air unit out of game until 2 player-turns later.  Intercepted = Mission prevented but neither unit shot down.
D* = "-" result if attacking panzer/tank units, railroad guns, the Red Banner Baltic Fleet, the RBBF Marines, or any units which are entrenched, behind a fortification line, or in Leningrad. 
AA = Russian air unit shot down if attacking an UnDisrupted German army, panzer group or panzer korps.  German air unit shot down if Leningrad.
Range:  The Leningrad Front Aviation unit may attack German units as far away as 4 hexes from a Russian army or friendly-controlled town or city in supply.  There is no similar range limit against Luftwaffe bombing.
Luftwaffe Aerial Resupply (during owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase):  Use the respective Bombing table, with D or D* meaning units in a hex are (re-)supplied.  Such missions can be intercepted like ground attacks can be.
Bombing Leningrad and Russian Units in it:  First, the Leningrad hex is bombed.  If not shot down by the 7. Fighter Aviation Korps or Leningrad's AntiAircraft guns, the bombed hex may not be used to introduce reinforcements in the Russian Player-turn.  If it is the southern Leningrad hex, the Kirov Tank Factory may not produce that turn.  Any ground units on the hex are individually bombed next.


SUPPLY: 
·	A Russian supply line is from any eastern, or southern mapboard edge hex on the Russian side of the front line or 6 hexes back to Leningrad or to a road and/or rail-liine (or combination of the two) which runs back to the friendly mapboard edge.  For the Germans, it is 6 hexes back to a road under friendly control and leading off the southern mapboard edge, or off the western mapboard edge if under friendly control.  A supply line may not be traced through the ZOC of an enemy unit, unless occupied by a friendly unit, or through a city or town last occupied by an enemy unit.
·	If Leningrad has not been taken and the Red Banner Baltic Fleet is not sunk, any Russian unit which can trace a supply line back to a hex on the Gulf of Finland Coast is in supply.
·	The odds of attacks by attackers including any unsupplied units are reduced by 1 combat odds column. Attacks on unsupplied units are raised one odds column. Combat supply status is determined at the moment of combat.
·	Units out of supply during the owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase (SSDP) are Disrupted.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are out of supply.  See also the Aerial Resupply rule.






RUSSIAN ARMORED TRAINS AND THE RED BANNER BALTIC FLEET (RBBF):
·	Armored trains have unlimited movement along rail lines, except that they cannot go into EZOCs unoccupied by friendly units or into cities and towns last occupied by enemy ground units.  Armored trains can only be Disrupted by air attack.  They cannot be eliminated by a DE combat result alone.  They can be eliminated if they cannot retreat up a rail line.  Armored trains contribute a 1 column shift in the combat odds to the Russians' advantage on either attack or defense, and they may be combined.
·	During the Russian operational movement phase, the RBBF can sail into any coastal hex (including both Leningrad hexes) and attack/bombard German ground units there or assist the defense of Russian ground units there by pre-emptively bombarding one adjacent stack/hex of attacking German units, individually bombarding each German unit on the hex, with a 1 or 2 (or 5 or 6 on Die Roll Index B) Disrupting it, whether it is infantry or panzer.  A DE result against Russian ground units it is supporting has no effect on it.  If the RBBF is air-attacked, a 1 (or 6 on DRIB) sinks/eliminates it for the rest of the game.  It has AA capability if at anchor at Kronshtadt.

VICTORY POINTS AND CONDITIONS:
·	For each Leningrad hex the Germans hold in supply at the end of the game, they receive 10 Victory Points.  They also receive 10 Victory Points for Tichvin, if they so hold neither or only 1 Leningrad hex.  They receive 5 Victory Points for so holding Valdai.  In the absence of any of the Leningrad and Tichvin rewards, the Germans win 5 Victory Points for having (as historically) Leningrad cut off from overland supply at the end of the game.
·	For each German combat factor strength point eliminated, the Russians receive 1 Victory Point.  The Russians receive 5 Victory Points if they occupy Narva at the end of the game and have it in overland supply.
·	The Germans (immediately, without waiting for the last turn of the game) win a Crushing Strategic Victory (worth winning 2 games) if they have both Leningrad hexes occupied and in supply at the end of the game and if their number of Victory Points is at least twice that of the Russians.
·	The Russians win a Crushing Strategic Victory (worth winning 2 games) if they have Leningrad still in overland supply at the end of the game.
·	Otherwise, either side wins a marginal victory if they have at least 4 more Victory Points than the opposition.
·	Any other result is a Draw.
·	See the Optional Reinforcement Units rule for other Victory Point costs/awards.

SETTING UP THE GAME TO BEGIN AND SPECIAL FIRST TURN RULES:  
·	The Russian Player sets up his starting units entrenched, if he wishes.  Starting positions are marked on the map, except for 48. Army which starts in Leningrad.  The RBBF Marines start on or adjacent to Kronshadt.  Armored trains start in Leningrad.
·	The German player then sets up his starting units in the 2 hexes SSW and SSE of Pskov, where indicated.


















				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	10:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AE	AD	-	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE

Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.

Remember that advancing units are Disrupted.

					AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll		Luftwaffe		Russian
A	B		Bombing		Bombing		Interception

1	6		D			D			RussianShotDown
2	5		D			D*			RussianShotDown
3	4		D			-			RussianIntercepted
4	3		D*			-			Intercepted		
5	2		-			-			LuftwaffeIntercepted
6	1		AA			AA			LuftwaffeShotDown

GAMETURN SEQUENCE:
·	A. German Player-Turn
·	1. German Reinforcements
·	2. Operational Phases:
·	a. German Operational Movement, Ground Attack Allocations, and Air-to-Ground Attacks
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of Russian units not being attacked
·	c. German Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat
·	d. German Blitzkrieg Phase:  Steps a. and c. (but not b.) may be repeated for German units which have not yet moved or attacked, -1 Operational Movement Factor.
·	e. German Aerial Resupply and Units' Supply Status Determination
·	B. Russian Player-Turn
·	1. Russian Reinforcements
·	3. Operational Phases:
·	a. Russian Operational Movement, Ground Attack Allocations, and Air-to-Ground Attacks
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of German units not being attacked
·	c. Russian Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat
·	d. Russian Units' Supply Status Determination
·	e. German Victory Determination
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per gameturn by the owning player.  
A unit may additionally be tactically moved - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent‘s combat resolution phase.
A ground unit may attack only once per gameturn. It may defend (and retreat) as many times as it is attacked.
Also Note:  As long as all obligations for attacks at any given moment of attack are met, the German player may move and attack in the initial phase with some units and then (if a hole in the enemy line is opened, for example) move and attack in his second, Blitzkrieg phase with other, unused units.  However, the OMF for Blitzkrieg-ing units is reduced 1 movement factor.






UNIT DATA: 
·	Unit Abbreviations:  5. A = 5th Army; Br = British; D = Dutch
·	Unit Symbols:  A criss-cross in the box indicates infantry.
·	Unit Factor:  The single combat factor on the units is for both attack and defense, although the latter can be modified.
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